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Abstract

with minimal diagnostic knowledge and can also be recorded
remotely (e.g. via telephone). This means that the elderly patients are not required to travel to a clinic in order to be examined for dementia. Once speech is recorded we can use automatic speech recognition (ASR) to create transcriptions automatically. Speech properties such as jitter, shimmer and breathiness change as speakers age [18], which is why the quality of
ASR transcripts tends to over time [19]. Nonetheless automatic
transcripts of elderly speech have successfully been used to detect dementia in standardized texts [12, 7, 15] although the word
error rates for individual subjects reached over 90% [15]. Still,
many of the approaches that have used text based features relied on manual transcriptions [10, 13]. If we find dementia detection using features extracted from automatic transcriptions
to work as well as dementia detection using features extracted
from manual transcripts, then we no longer need to rely on manual transcriptions. This would enable a faster automatic diagnosis. In research we could use more data per patient, since an
ASR system will transcribe speech faster and cheaper than a
reliable manual transcription process.
In this paper we investigate automatic dementia detection
using features extracted from automatic transcriptions of spontaneous conversational speech. We use both acoustic and linguistic features and compare the results to results obtained by
features extracted from manual transcriptions. We will show
that using our automatic features we achieve dementia detection results that are better than or on par with the result when
using manual transcriptions.
This paper has the following structure: In Section 2 we describe our dataset of interview recordings. Section 3 presents
the ASR system which we use to extract the features described
in Section 4. We then use these features for our experiments in
Section 5 and finally discuss our results in Section 6.

As the population in developed countries is aging, larger numbers of people are at risk of developing dementia. In the near
future there will be a need for time- and cost-efficient screening
methods. Speech can be recorded and analyzed in this manner,
and as speech and language are affected early on in the course
of dementia, automatic speech processing can provide valuable
support for such screening methods.
We present two pipelines of feature extraction for dementia detection: the manual pipeline uses manual transcriptions
while the fully automatic pipeline uses transcriptions created by
automatic speech recognition (ASR). The acoustic and linguistic features that we extract need no language specific tools other
than the ASR system. Using these two different feature extraction pipelines we automatically detect dementia. Our results
show that the ASR system’s transcription quality is a good single feature and that the features extracted from automatic transcriptions perform similar or slightly better than the features
extracted from the manual transcriptions.
Index Terms: computational paralinguistics, dementia, cognitive impairment

1. Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease is a degenerative disease which accounts
for 70 % of all dementia cases [1]. While there is no known
cure, therapy can help delay the course of the disease. The
sooner it is diagnosed the more the people affected by it can
benefit from therapy [2]. In the optimal case, therapy can start
before the disease as wrought any noticeable damage. As many
people as possible should be offered therapy at this optimal
point in time which means that large numbers of people will
have to undergo screening and be diagnosed before the disease has impacted their lives. This requires a cost- and timeeffective diagnosis of dementia which the current diagnosing
process cannot deliver. To help the diagnosing process meet future demands new automatic methods are being proposed which
support clinicians in making their diagnosis [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Dementia affects human speech and language from a very
early stage and changes in speech and language use are strong
indicators for dementia [8, 9]. Automatic speech processing
has been shown to be a promising way forward in the diagnosis of dementia. Approaches have used acoustic or prosodic
features [3, 4, 5, 10, 11] and linguistic or text-based features [12, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] in a classification task that
aims to distinguish speakers affected by dementia from cognitively health speakers using just their speech.
We can obtain patients’ speech and language from written texts and speech recordings. Spontaneous conversational
speech is the most natural form of speech and language use. Unlike speech recorded during tests or examinations spontaneous
conversational speech provides an unobstructed view on patients’ speech capabilities. It can easily be recorded by a person
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2. Database
The speech recordings and cognitive diagnoses that we use
in this work are a selection of data [11] from the Interdisciplinary Longitudinal Study on Adult Development and Aging (ILSE) [20]. ILSE was created to facilitate research in
participants’ personality, cognitive functioning, subjective wellbeing and health. Over the course of more than 20 years participants in Germany were invited to take part in four measurements in which a large corpus of data was collected. From
ILSE’s wealth of data we use two data sources: recordings of
biographic interviews and cognitive diagnoses established by
psychiatrists using a range of neuropsychological, anamnestic,
clinical, and laboratory tests.
The ILSE participants form a group that represents the sampled population (cf. [20, 21]). When the study started, the participants were either 40 or 60 years old. Gerontologists consider people at this age to be young and expect very few cases
of cognitive impairment. In accordance with these expectations, most of the ILSE participants had no cognitive impair-
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ment when the study began. As the study progressed and the
participants grew older, some of them developed cognitive impairments: Our selection of data [11] contains 74 participants
in three measurements since data from the fourth measurement
is not yet available. The participants are either diagnosed with
aging-associated cognitive decline (AACD) or Alzheimers disease (AD), or are members of the control group (see Table 1).
The severity of AACD or AD was not recorded in ILSE and is
therefore unavailable to us. We do, however, know that some
participants dropped out of the study because they felt unable
to participate. It’s safe to assume that participants with very
severe AD are amongst those who dropped out and we expect
that we do not have any participants with very severe AD in our
dataset. Interviews became shorter as the study progressed but
there is no substantial difference in the duration of interviews
by speakers with different diagnoses.

We ran our error correction system using error signatures [23] on the ASR system and subsequently changed all
three components of the system. Table 2 sums up the decoding
results for the three cognitive diagnoses in our dataset: For each
cognitive diagnosis the middle column shows the WER of all
the automatic transcripts of the participants with that diagnosis.
The right column shows the standard deviation of the WERs
of the automatic transcripts of individual interviews from the
mean WER over all interviews. We see that the overall WER
increases with cognitive impairment and that the deviation decreases.
Table 2: Word error rates (WER) for the participant diagnoses.

Table 1: Cognitive diagnoses from the three measurements (with
times of the data collections) in the data selected from ILSE.
Diagnoses
control AACD
Measurement
Total

1 (1993-1996)
2 (1997-2000)
3 (2005-2008)

participant
diagnosis

Overall
WER

mean
WER

std.
WER

control
AACD
AD

56.0 %
60.4 %
70.2 %

58.2 %
60.8 %
70.1 %

14.9 %
12.1 %
7.0 %

all

58.5 %

59.2 %

14.4 %

AD

51
19
10

4
8
1

5

80

13

5

4. Features for Dementia Detection
We differentiate three categories of features: acoustic features,
linguistic features and ASR features. Linguistic features measure what participants say while acoustic features measure how
they speak. ASR features measure ASR performance for individual participants’ speech. All features are derived on a perinterview level.

Since the study started with young participants and followed them over time, the cases of cognitive impairment in the
dataset developed as the study progressed. The dataset thus represents a distribution of diagnoses which we would expect to see
in any representative sample of people in Germany [2, p. 20].
From a machine learning point of view this means that while
we have a highly unbalanced dataset, we also have a dataset that
represents the real world: if people of a certain age group were
consequently screened for cognitive impairment, we would find
an unbalanced distribution of diagnoses very similar to the one
we find in our dataset.
Using a long audio alignment procedure [20], we segmented the interview recordings and matching manual transcriptions into short segments. Our data selection contains only
participant speech and no interviewer speech, a total of 230
hours of audio recordings.

4.1. Acoustic Features
Acoustic features measure how participants speak. Some of
these features like speaking rates require transcripts. We therefore extract these features once using manual transcripts and
once using ASR transcripts.
4.1.1. Speech Pause-based Features
Speech pause-based features include speech pause durations,
rates, counts and the ratios between speech pauses and words
(for a full description see Weiner et al. [11]). These features
are calculated from audio, a voice-activity-based speech pause
detection and transcriptions.

3. Automatic Speech Recognition System

4.1.2. Speaking Rate Features

We created automatic transcriptions of the selected interview
turns (Section 2) using our in-house speech recognition toolkit
BioKIT [22] and our existing automatic speech recognition
(ASR) system for the ILSE interviews [23, 24]:
The acoustic model is a deep neural network (DNN) trained
on a 256-hour-training set. The input for the DNN is a 440dimensional feature vector consisting of 11 stacked 40 dimensional LDA transformed stacked MFCC feature vectors. The
DNN training in the Kaldi toolkit [25] consists of pre-training,
cross-entropy training and finally state-level minimum Bayes
risk (sMBR) sequence training. The network has 6 hidden layers with 2,048 nodes each and an output layer with 3,194 nodes.
The dictionary contains 76,533 pronunciations for 71,885 distinct words. The language model (LM) is a 3-gram Kneser-Ney
language model trained on sentences of the training set. It has a
perplexity of 199.38 on the ASR development set.

Speaking rate is measured in words per second and phones per
second [11]. Audio, transcriptions and a pronunciation dictionary are used to calculate these features.
4.2. ASR Features
ASR features make use of the fact that our ASR system performs differently for different participants. We only extract
these features when the texts from which the other features are
extracted have been created by an ASR system.
Word Error Rate Feature is the word error rate (WER) of the
automatic transcription for the recording of an interview.
Since we need a textual reference to calculate the WER
of an ASR system’s output, this feature is not a truly
automatic feature. However, we use this feature when
we have manual transcriptions available, so that we can
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5. Feature Selection and Classification

learn about the influence of transcription quality on the
dementia detection task.

We extract two different versions of our features from the interview recordings:

4.3. Linguistic Features

(a) the manual version using manual transcriptions

We use linguistic features to measure changes to vocabulary and
sentence structure that are caused by dementia. Our linguistic features operate at the word surface level. They require no
domain- or language-specific information such as word usage
frequencies or tools such as parsers or part-of-speech taggers.
This makes them easily portable and less susceptible to errors
introduced by external resources or tools. We extract these features once using manual transcripts and once using ASR transcripts.

(b) the automatic version using transcriptions created by the
ASR system
The features from these pipelines are processed both as individual features or as combined features (early fusion). In both
cases we select the best features using mutual information as a
selection indicator.
Since we have a small dataset, we train and evaluate our
models in a cross-validation. Each participant contributed to the
study in more than one measurement, so we need to ensure that
we do not include different measurements from one participant
in both training and test. We therefore use a leave-one-personout cross validation1 : The model is trained on the data from all
but one participant and then evaluated on the participant that
was not used in training. This cross-validation approach leads
to a very robust estimation of the classifier performance.
We trained and evaluated different classifiers: k-nearest
neighbors (kNN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), Gaussian
classifier and support vector machines (SVMs). With very few
exceptions the Gaussian classifier achieved the best classification results which is why we are only reporting results from the
Gaussian classifiers. Our experiments are based on the implementations in scikit-learn [30].

4.3.1. Lexical Richness Feature
Lexical richness measures the participants’ usage of their vocabulary. The lexical richness feature contains these two measures:
Brunet’s W index [26, 27] measures the speakers’ lexical
richness using the number of spoken words N , the vocabulary size V and a constant factor a = −0.172 [27]:
W = NV

−a

Honoré’s R Statistics [28] makes use of the number of spoken words N , the vocabulary size V and the number of
words uttered exactly once V1 :
R=

6. Experimental Results

100 · log N
1 − (V1 /V )

We use unweighted average recall (UAR) to evaluate our experiments. This metric gives equal weight to all three classes (control, AACD and AD) and is therefore more suitable to this unbalanced dataset than a weighted metric such as accuracy [31].
The classification chance level for a three-class classification is
at UAR = 1/3. In the result graph, the chance level is shown by a
dotted line.
Figure 1 shows the results of the dementia detection experiments. The automatic feature versions achieve better results
than the manual versions for all but three features. Furthermore, the automatic version of the majority of the features outperforms the manual version by a good margin. The best performing automatic version of a feature is the automatic version
of the within-speaker perplexity with UAR = 0.623. While this
is the best result of all the automatic versions of the features, it
is also the overall best result in our experiments. The automatic
versions of the features do not only outperform their manual
counterparts for most features, but the best overall result is also
achieved by an automatic feature version.
There are only small differences between the results from
the two versions of the pause-based features, speaking rate features, lexical richness features and the combination of pausebased features and speaking rate features. The manual versions
of three of these features obtain results better than their automatic counterparts. The manual version of the lexical richness
feature achieves the best result of all manual feature versions
with UAR = 0.606. Overall this is the second best result. The
next ranks in the result comparison all go to automatic versions
of features.
The word error rate (WER) by itself is a strong feature
(UAR = 0.520). This shows that the ASR system provides
different transcription qualities for the different diagnoses even

4.3.2. Perplexity Features
In applications like automatic speech recognition and machine
translation, language models are used to model the probability
of word sequences. Models are trained on a corpus of texts and
their performance is measured by calculating their perplexity on
a held-out set of texts. Perplexity measures how well the model
fits the data. Intuitively, perplexity can be interpreted as the average branching factor of the texts. The lower the perplexity
the better the match between the model (representing its training data) and the held-out texts. We use SRILM [29] to train
1-, 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-gram LMs with Witten-Bell discounting and
to evaluate the LMs on texts. As features we extract the results
of SRILM’s perplexity evaluation: logarithmized text probability (logprob), perplexity (ppl) and perplexity-without-sentenceend (ppl1) for all five n-gram models as well as the number
of sentences, the number of words, and the number of out-ofvocabulary words (OOVs). We calculate two different types of
perplexity features:
Within-Speaker Perplexity Features are derived by evaluating LMs on texts from the same speaker they were
trained on: In a 10-fold cross-validation 90 % of a participant’s sentences in one interview are used to train
the LMs which are evaluated on the remaining 10 %
of the participant’s sentences. We then take the arithmetic means between the ten sets of features as final features [14].
Between-Speaker Perplexity Features are obtained by training and evaluating LMs in a leave-one-person-out cross
validation: The texts of all but one participant are used
to train the LMs. Perplexity features are then calculated
for each interview with the left-out participant.

1 In
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previous work [11] we used a different cross-validation method.
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Figure 1: Comparison of dementia detection results between features extracted from manual and automatic transcriptions. The six
results on the left are produced by individual features and the six results on the right by combinations of features. The dotted line
represents the chance level (UAR = 1/3).

at the high overall WER level of the ASR system and this information is encoded in the texts from which all the automatic
variations of the features are extracted.
Figure 1 also shows the results of experiments conducted
with combinations of linguistic features and acoustic features.
The automatic versions of the linguistic features and any feature combinations that contain linguistic features outperform
both automatic and manual versions of purely acoustic features
(pause-based features, speaking rate features and their combination). This shows that our linguistic features are robust against
transcription errors.
We see, however, that the mutual information criterion does
not find the optimal feature selection: No combination of manual feature versions achieves a result close to or better than
the result with the individual lexical richness feature. Looking
at the automatic versions of features, no feature combination
achieves a result comparable to that of only the within-speaker
perplexity. An optimal feature selection would find a selection
of features that yields at least have the performance of that feature since it could select just that feature. We therefore tried
feature selection based on the ANOVA f-value, but this method
does not find the best selection of features either. The best result
in our experiment are therefore achieved by individual features
extracted from ASR transcripts.

outperform their manual counterparts. The best overall result
(UAR = 0.623) is achieved by the automatic version of a linguistic feature. Together with the high word error rates of our
automatic transcriptions this result shows that our choice of features is robust against transcription quality. Furthermore we
found the transcription quality itself (represented by the word
error rate) to be a good feature for dementia detection. Since
manual transcripts are required to measure transcription quality
in terms of word error rate, the word error rate feature is not a
fully automatic feature. In the future we will therefore investigate replacing the word error rate feature with a measure of
transcription quality that does not require manual input.
In the experiments we presented in this paper feature combination by early fusion did not yield any improvements in the
classification result. Our next step will therefore involve investigating whether late fusion (result fusion) will lead to a more
rewarding feature combination.
Our findings let us conclude that we do not need a manual
transcription of our participants’ speech in order to detect dementia on the ILSE corpus using our features. Instead we can
rely on transcriptions created fully automatically by ASR systems which gives us access to a lot more data than is currently
available with a manual transcriptions. In ILSE, for example,
there are 8,000 hours of untranscribed interviews which we will
now access with automatic speech recognition. Since we are already using spontaneous conversational speech we have shown
that a recording of a conversation that keeps the patient comfortable may be all the input needed to fully automatic detect
dementia using acoustic and linguistic features.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
The increasing numbers of elderly people who need to be
screened for dementia require automatic approaches to support
clinicians in making dementia diagnoses. We have investigated
a fully automatic approach to dementia detection using speech.
This approach uses an ASR system to transcribe speech and
then extracts acoustic and linguistic features from the audio and
the automatic transcriptions. Our linguistic features have the
advantage that they do not depend on language-specific tools or
resources.
In our experiments the automatic versions of our features
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